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KUBIC HISTORY
Personable team, Operational know-how.
Kubic’s Origin Story
Before we were the boutique logistics company that is Kubic Transport, our team worked in various positions
amongst the transport industry, kicking goals for a range of other companies.
From the beginning, there have been a few things that made us different from these businesses we worked in,
and they have set the foundations of our company, processes and values from the get-go.
As our team came together, we combined experience from the transport, warehousing and manufacturing world
into one location. Over time we have developed into a group of reliable and understanding members who share
extensive knowledge of the supply chain process.
Back before Kubic was Kubic, two of our team members, Brad and James worked for Express Direct Services,
a company that eventually went into liquidation. After EDS’ closure, Brad with his entrepreneurial spirit saw an
opportunity to undertake several contracts.
Brad’s key motivation was to ensure the commitment to customer service wasn’t affected and to keep drivers in
their jobs, preventing them from losing tens of thousands of dollars. From here the business grew rapidly and Bul
who they had the pleasure of working with in the past joined the Kubic team.
With 10 years of friendship with Brad under his belt and after reaching his professional aspirations and
development goals, Carl was welcomed to the Kubic team and the rest is history!
Now, with the partnership of Brad, James, Bull and Carl, the business was ready to take on the transport
industry!

TEAM PROFILES

Brad Thompson
Linehaul Operations Manager
15+ years’ experience in the transport industry
working in various transport services from courier
services through to interstate linehaul. Beginning
at Startrack as a humble driver he prided himself
on service before all else, delivering lifesaving Red
Cross blood and being involved in the Organ donor
programme to ensure lifesaving organs made
it safely to their new recipients. This sense
of urgency and service level required to deliver
these types of critical items has never left |his
mindset and every delivery is treated with
the same level of intent.

Carl Groth
Business Development Manager
With well-rounded experience in the Transport
and Logistics industry brought from diverse
roles including Operational and Account
Management at a Tier 1 Transport enterprise
through to Logistics Consulting at a large 4PL.
Carls’ experience in the supply chain industry has
seen him challenge the status quo, bringing new
ideas and innovative solutions.

James Latimer
Fleet Operations Manager
James’ experience and knowledge of the Melbourne
Metro grid has rapidly developed over his 12
years in the industry. He has held various positions
during this time including, Customer Service, Driver
Recruitment, Fleet Controller, Contracts Manager
and Fleet Operations Manager. James prides himself
on the great relationships he maintains with clients
and drivers, ensuring that his can-do attitude towards
problem-solving and getting the best
results for clients.

Bulent Ulusoylu
Warehouse Operations Manager
Grounded from humble beginnings on the family
fruit farm in a small country town, Bulent went
on to explore the big city of Melbourne and
successfully attain a Bachelor of Education.
The bumpy terrain of life led him into the world
of Manufacturing and Warehousing, where
he worked his way up from the factory floor,
to State Warehouse Manager for a leading building
materials manufacturer. Bulent has the innate ability
to remove layers of complexity to achieve simplicity.

VALUES & VISION
Make things happen, and talk to the things that matter.

For Kubic Transport, operational know-how and commitment to efficiencies are at the centre of everything
we do. Our team is completely dedicated to making things happen, and we approach client delivery with a
proactive and personable attitude - wanting to remain flexible and boutique, so we can adapt and respond
to our clients needs.
When they started, the founders of Kubic identified a considerable lack of accurate information, proactive
resolutions and flexible solutions provided by transport and logistics companies. Having worked both client
side, and logistics partner side, Kubic have a deep understanding of what clients need from a transport
partner which enables them to create a better overall customer experience. Therefore, our mission is to make
things happen, and only talk to the things that matter. No fluff or fuss.
More than anything, Kubic are down-to-earth people, with operational know-how. We believe in creating a
community of clients, drivers and social initiative organisations that recognise that freight doesn’t have to be
stuffy. It is complex, and sometimes stressful - but it can be fun too.

SAFETY

COMPLIANCE

We look after our drivers,
and our drivers look after us.

The gold standard.

Kubic Transport takes a proactive and cohesive approach including all workers, subcontractors, suppliers and customers ensuring there is a safe working environment at all times.
This same approach is also taken when discussing employee pays, supplier and customer
commercials. The Kubic mantra is ‘We look after our drivers and they will look after us.’
Coupled with our Kubic Transport WHS Manual where we clearly state that we have zero
tolerance for Workplace Bullying, Harassment and Discrimination, we invest heavily in training
and technology, including Guardian Safety Technology and other initiatives like in-cabin
information. Through experience, feedback systems, legislative changes, new technologies
and compliance, Kubic is determined to strive towards continual improvement and adaptation
of its safety systems and practices.

Kubic are committed to constant improvement, and in ensuring every touchpoint of our
business is compliant and providing the gold standard in tranport and logistics.
Kubic Transport safe system of work framework consists of
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Kubic Transport WHS Manual
Safe Work Method Statements
Kubic CSR Foil Factory
Kubic SWMS Load Unload Exclusion Zone
Kubic Transport COVID 19 SWMS
Kubic Transport Driver & WHS Manual
Kubic Transport Drivers in cabin Safety Plan
Company Induction
Module 1 Introduction
Module 2 Policy Procedures
Module 3 Risk & SWMS
Verification of Competency
Kubic Transport - Driver Safety Evaluation
Hazard and Incident reporting
Kubic Transport Incident Report Form
Kubic Transport Hazard Identification Form
Kubic Risk Register Oct 2020
Reporting, to clients and contractors where safety improvements are identified.
Kubic Transport Safety Contractor/Supplier Engagement Questionnaire
Kubic Transport Load Plan template

TECHNOLOGY
Our trucks are GPS tracked and monitored to
improve the transparency of our services and
further enhance the safety element that forms a
basis for all of our operations. On top of this we
have integrated only the best in top tier risk management technology throughout our entire fleet.
The innovation and improvement of how we support
our customers will be advanced by the IT component
of Bustle Technology/ WHG Group, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Routing optimisation/planning
Online PODs
Online Booking
Data collection / Data Bank
Data analysis
Customer reporting customised / driver wait
times via customer site delays etc
All Vehicles including Linehaul tracked and
Adhoc suppliers via the app
100% compliance of all vehicles 100% of the
time via app i.e. rest times
Online/instant incident report
Online/instant hazard reporting

Bustle Technology

Guardian

Reporting Through Telematics

Bustle Technology offers vehicle telematics solutions
that enhance the operating efficiency of our vehicle
base.

There are many factors that can put our drivers at
risk while on the road, therefore it is Kubic’s goal to
minimise these as much as possible. As in-cab driver
safety technology, Guardian is a real-time driver
fatigue and distraction solution.

Our telematics systems allow us to provide detailed
reports on drivers’ runs, activity through vehicle
tracking, safety and faults.

Guardian uses face and eye tracking to measure a
driver’s eye closure and head position to determine
if they are fatigued or distracted. If either occurs
Guardian implements an intervention through audio
alerts and seat vibration, urging the driver to focus
their attention on the road.

We have provided our drivers with an app to show
instant proof of delivery to our clients as well as the
team back at the depot. This is to ensure we know
where our drivers and their cargo are at all times,
while also being able to give our customers detailed
times of arrival and peace of mind that their freight is
in safe, trackable hands.

This latest innovation in vehicle security allows
us to track:
• Harsh Acceleration
• Harsh Braking
• Speeding
• Vehicle Battery Disconnection/ Reconnection
• Low Vehicle Battery
• Geo Tracking- Vehicle Theft & Unauthorised Use

Once an intervention has been triggered Guardian
sends out a detailed report, alerting our fleet
managers that a driver may be fatigued and in
need of a break. Utilising these types of technology
is just another way that Kubic proactively takes
responsibility for the safety of our team, customers
and other drivers on the road.

Driver app – instantaneous PODs

SERVICES

Metro

Interstate

With the flexibility of a fleet of over 75+ satellite
tracked vehicles, we can handle small van deliveries
right through to B-Double loads day and night.
Offering VIP services as standard, we provide fast
point to point transport of fork on/off products,
including the option of hydraulic tailgate deliveries.
• Ad-hoc Taxi Truck Services
• Permanent Fleet Hire
• Regional Freight

Kubic Transport offers Interstate services to all
major cities across the easter seaboard. Whether
you have a single pallet or enough freight to fill up
a b-double we have a network in place that can
get your product to its destination safely
•

•

Access to all Trailer Configurations: Our
core fleet incorporates traditional semi and
bdouble tautliners as well as mezzanine/straight
deckdrop deck configurations.
National Network: We utilise our strategic
partners for linehaul deliveries and have found
this to be an extremely effective solution for
customers sending 15,000 kilograms or more.

Warehousing

Our warehouses are modern with CCTV security and
monitoring so our clients can have peace of mind
knowing their freight is in safe hands. We consider
ourselves partners with our clients, our depot is your
depot. If we store your product, your customers can
visit our warehouse to pick up stock and we’ll serve
them as if they’re our own.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long or short term storage
Load and freight correction
Freight Weight Verification
Cross Docking
Pick & Pack
Container Unpack

COMMUNITY SERVICE
Kubic has a strong dedication to community
support. We pride ourselves on offering our services
and sponsorships to a range of community-based
initiatives when possible.
Sponsorships

Charities

As a boutique transportation company, we
understand the importance of supporting smaller
organisations. The sporting teams we sponsor
not only bring communities together through a
shared love of the game but each club has also
accomplished great things for its townspeople.

As part of our better business initiative, we donate to
a range of charities that are laying the groundwork for
change in the health sector whether this is through
research, prevention through education or funding
patient care.

•
•
•
•
•

91 Motorsport
St Davids Cricket Club
Old Ivanhoe Grammarians Football Club
Wodonga Bulldogs Football & Netball Club
Thurgoona Football Club

•
•
•

Act for Kids
Alannah & Madeline Foundation
The Royal Flying Doctor Service

Driver Community
To recognise and show our appreciation for the dedication our drivers bring to their jobs every day, we’ve
implemented the driver of the month award. This
award highlights those who have gone the extra mile,
aligning with Kubic’s values through their workplace
attitude, problem-solving skills, customer service and
commitment to results.

INNOVATION
Kubic Transport sees the benefits of next-generation innovation for our team members,
operations and customers, including computer-assisted vehicles, data transformation and AI.
At Kubic we are fully committed to promote best practice and innovation through
collaboration with our operations and customers
To make our relationship with our customers seamless while allowing operations to continue
in the background we have invested / implemented:
• Partnering with Bustle Technology – an established technology provider in vehicle
telematics, tracking and connect vehicle solutions. TMS Development – route planner/
optimiser, fleet allocator manager, manifest/booking centre etc
• Guardian Safety Technology installed into Interstate linehaul prime movers

SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
To improve efficiency and reduce environmental impact Kubic
has an established sustainability committee and sustainability
policy that is made up of three key goals.

Better Planet
•

•

Developing transportation and network
optimisation strategies for our customers
to improve efficiency savings through
consolidation. This results in fewer shipments,
fewer transport kilometres and lower
greenhouse gas emissions.
Reducing empty kilometres and fuel
consumption by working with our customers to
optimise loads/deliveries as often as possible.

Better Business
•
•
•
•

Help carrier partners leverage backloads to
reduce empty kilometres.
Optimise loads to reduce miles and more
effectively utilise transport equipment.
Provide network analysis to help minimise
inventory and transportation kilometres
Reduce paper usage and costs to minimise waste
by driving towards 100% electronic invoicing and
consigning.

Better Communities
•

•
•

Develop robust strategies to mitigate the risk
of transport-related crime including terrorism,
piracy and wilful damage.
We seek to minimise the effect on the
environment through travel.
We incorporate energy efficiency measures by
promoting efficient energy use in all areas of
business activity.

PARTNER WITH US

Client Partners

Kubic are committed to created, and maintaining proactive relationships with
our clients. We make sure that we understand their systems, processes and
organisational requirements so that we can best deliver to their supply chain
strategy.
We are always looking for ways to improve our service, and our efficiencies for our
clients. Kubic Transport are always proactively managing their accounts, taking
time to look at the business, product and storage to best deliver. Coupled with
various service KPIs/Management reports that are agreed upon with the client,
Kubic Transport is able to address immediately any anomolies that can arise
before they become systemic.

Transport Partners

Kubic are dedicated to attracting the best of the best when it comes to our
transport partners, drivers, and facilitators. We understand that our drivers not
only represent us, but our customers as well.
We use a network approach to service our customers, partnering with other
boutique transport providers in order to ensure that our customer service and
management is agile and effective, no matter what the resource requirement. We
aim to stay boutique, providing that personable servie.
Kubic are committed to creating a community of drivers who are celebrated
within the Kubic community when they are providing a gold standard of service,
nurtured in terms of training and development, and then protected when it comes
to the correct safety procedures.

